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Key facts 

• In January 2012, some 2,032 registered data controllers claimed they were 
operating a business as a private investigator, but industry groups have claimed 
that as many as 10,000 people are working in the field. No one knows precisely 
how many private investigators there are in the UK. 

• As many as 65% of private investigators are former police officers. 

• Currently, anyone can undertake private investigative activity regardless of skills, 
experience or criminality as there is no direct regulation of private investigations. 

• Unscrupulous private investigators are the dealers in an illegal market in personal 
information, including: bank account details; telephone history; tax information; 
previous convictions; medical history; and the results of covert surveillance. 

• Fees charged by investigators are opaque and vary enormously, from a small day 
fee of £250 for small firms or sole operatives, to several thousands of pounds per 
day for senior investigators, or difficult tasks. 

• Sophisticated surveillance equipment is readily available for sale on the Internet, 
sometimes for less than £100. 
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Introduction 

1. The phone-hacking scandal cast a new light on the sometimes murky world of private 
investigators.  Individuals such as Glenn Mulcaire and Steve Whittamore might conform 
to a certain stereotype of the private investigator, but investigation in its broader sense is a 
multi-million pound industry which performs many socially-valuable functions. Private 
investigators are employed by law-firms, major corporations, individuals, local authorities 
and even government departments to carry out a wide range of work such as corporate due 
diligence, accident investigation, insurance claims inquiries and tracing debtors. The 
committee was told that, broadly speaking, their work can be classified into four types: 
business intelligence; litigation support; problem-solving; and domestic and personal 
investigations.1 

2. However, the rogue element of the industry not only causes significant harm in its own 
right, it drags down the reputation of the industry as a whole, damaging by association the 
reputations of many decent, honest, law-abiding and highly-skilled investigators.  

3. Following our inquiry on phone-hacking last year, the Prime Minister announced a two-
part examination of the role of the press and police in the phone-hacking scandal.2 Phone-
hacking brought to light the illegal activities of private investigators on behalf of the tabloid 
media. However, Lord Justice Leveson’s work is focused only on a small portion of the 
work of private investigators.  

4. Our intention is not to replicate the work of the Leveson Inquiry, but to explore how the 
work of private investigators impacts more widely on the world of law-enforcement, on the 
justice system and on the lives of ordinary people, not just those with a high media profile. 
In Part 1, we set out the role of the private investigator; in Part 2, we turn to the risks of an 
unregulated sector; and in Part 3, we recommend a number of remedies, including 
statutory regulation. 

 
  

 
1 Some private investigators contrasted their work in legitimate data gathering with “information brokers”, who they 

claimed were simply traders in information—both legitimate and illicit—without the investigative function. 

2 Home Affairs Committee, Unauthorised tapping into or hacking of mobile communications, Thirteenth Report of 
Session 2010–12, 20 July 2011, HC 907 
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1 The role of the private investigator 

What do private investigators do? 

5. Private investigators in the UK are not subject to direct licensing or regulation. Powers 
to regulate under the Private Security Industry Act 2001 have not been commenced.  
According to the Institute of Professional Investigators, part of the reason that investigators 
were not regulated under the previous Government was the difficulty of defining what it is 
they do.3 The Act defined private investigation as: 

any surveillance, inquiries or investigations that are carried out for the purpose of—(a) 
obtaining information about a particular person or about the activities or whereabouts 
of a particular person; or (b) obtaining information about the circumstances in which 
or means by which property has been lost or damaged.4 

6. In the popular imagination, a private investigator is a lone operator, hired to solve a 
particular conundrum. This image remains accurate in some cases, but the solo sleuth is 
joined in the market by a range of small- and medium-sized enterprises and by a number 
of major corporations, which undertake large corporate contracts. The Data Protection Act 
1998 required all private investigators (and others) processing personal information to 
register themselves as a data controller with the Information Commissioner’s Office. As of 
January 2012, some 2,032 registered data controllers claimed they were operating a 
business as a private investigator. Threshold Security believed that there were between 
3,000 and 10,000 investigators operating in the UK.5 

7. The tools of the trade are also far more varied than the popular image. Invasive field 
work, such as direct surveillance and face-to-face inquiry still play a prominent part in the 
work of many investigators. However, for many others the mainstay of the work is desk-
based, conducted through the Internet. Investigators emphasised that they make extensive 
use of open-source data, such as the Land Registry, the Register of Births, Deaths and 
Marriages and the Electoral Roll. Often, private investigators are highly skilled in their 
trade, with a background in the police, customs, intelligence and security services, military 
security or intelligence, journalism, academia, accountancy, or the law.6 For example, the 
Ravenstone Group told us that they primarily selected staff with experience in the police 
forces or Financial Services Authority to meet its clients’ requirements.7 

Legal functions 

8. Private investigators have often been involved in tracing witnesses or serving people with 
court documents, on behalf of lawyers. Law firms may also employ private investigators for 
surveillance or background checks, or to obtain evidence for use in court.8 Dan Morrison, 

 
3 Ev w9 [Institute of Professional Investigators] 

4 Private Security Industry Act 2001 Schedule 2 Section 4 

5 Ev w6 [Threshold Security] 

6 Ev w17 [Bishop International] 

7 Ev w22 [Ravenstone Group] 

8 Q 403 [Julian Pike]; Ev 64 [ABI] 
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of Grosvenor Law LLP, told us that “most lawyers, particularly in litigation matters, would 
regularly instruct investigators”.9 

9. Other investigators told us that their work was focused on helping others to fulfil their 
legal requirements, for example  in relation to the Bribery Act 2010, the Proceeds of Crime 
Act 2002 and anti-money laundering regulations. GPW said that its use of the term 
“investigation” primarily related to the due diligence investigations. The work required 
“collation and analysis of legal, commercial, media and other material both directly 
accessible from the public domain and also expressed as opinions of informed individuals 
whose independent views we seek on behalf of our clients”.10 

10. We also conducted a survey of newspapers and local councils, which revealed that there 
was significant use of private investigators by media organisations and public authorities. 
In most cases, investigators were used to serve papers or to obtain basic information 
available in open-source records. However, investigators were also employed on more 
sensitive issues, such as detection and prevention of potential insurance fraud or child 
protection cases.11 

Bolstering law-enforcement 

11. Private investigators may also have a place in the changing landscape of law 
enforcement. Some police forces are beginning an experiment in procuring services 
previously carried out by police officers from private companies (through the national 
procurement hub) and there is some overlap between the firms that run private 
investigation services and those that are expected to undertake a policing role, such as 
G4S.12 Moreover, the police will be facing cuts of 20% during this Parliament and may not 
be able to continue to undertake the full range of investigations they do at the moment. 

12. We were told that private investigators had already helped to save billions of pounds for 
UK companies, taxpayers and the economy through their work in fraud detection.13 For 
example, Cerberus is a major player in the defence of intellectual property rights.14 
Cerberus and other firms have used “trap purchase techniques” and undercover practices 
to assist in the recovery of stolen goods, working alongside local law enforcement agencies 
as well as the owners themselves.15 According to the Surveillance Group, in 2011 the 
insurance industry suffered losses of over £2 billion through fraud, which could be reduced 
by surveillance evidence gathered by private investigators.16 

 
9 Q 403 [Dan Morrison] 

10 Ev w23 [GPW] 

11 Ev 85–86 [survey results] 

12 Home Affairs Committee, Work of the Permanent Secretary (April–December 2011), Second Report of Session 2012–
13, HC 145, 29 May 2012 

13 Q 416 [Dan Morrison] 

14 Ev w16 [Cerberus Investigations Ltd] 

15 Ev w17 [Cerberus Investigations Ltd] 

16 Ev w7 [The Surveillance Group Ltd] 
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13. Several witnesses believed that as police cuts take effect, private investigators would step 
into the breach.17 We heard that investigators often take up cases that are very important to 
the public, but too small or too complicated for the police to deal with. The Association of 
British Investigators said that finite police resources meant that “the investigation of 
business crime appears not to be a priority for the police service”.  The Association told us 
that victims of crime were even advised by the police to instruct private investigators, as 
they do in civil matters, to gather sufficient evidence to assist in a police investigation.18 The 
Information Commissioner’s Office agreed that official channels offered scant assistance in 
the recovery of some unpaid debts and other legitimate civil purposes, in which private 
investigators were a feasible option.19 Dan Morrison suggested that, in London, the 
Metropolitan Police, the City of London Economic Crime Unit and the Serious Fraud 
Office may not investigate a commercial fraud unless “very significant sums of money” 
were involved, because of limited resources.20 

14. Steve Bishop told us that there had been suggestions that the security industry could 
become “part of the police family”. He believed that evidence from professional 
investigators could be relied upon in court and that investigators could undertake 
investigations on behalf of the police and described his experience in murder 
investigations, with a mix of warranted and non-warranted officers, many of whom 
benefited from their knowledge as former police officers.21 The Ravenstone Group said that 
its evidence was regularly presented in both civil and criminal courts without challenge.22 

15. The business of private investigators is essentially the  gathering and reporting of 
information, with a premium paid for information that is more difficult to obtain, 
confidential or important to the buyer. They undertake tasks that are important to an 
individual and to a business and often fulfil and important social role. In future, it is 
possible that increasing numbers of investigations that are now undertaken by police 
will fall to private investigators, though whether this is desirable is a matter for further 
debate. 

16. In its response to this Report, we recommend the Government sets out its 
assessment of which policing roles could appropriately be undertaken by private 
investigators and which should not; how it believes cuts to police funding will affect the 
involvement of private investigators in law-enforcement; and what part private 
investigators will have in the new landscape of policing. In particular, given the 
evidence we received, it will be important that this assessment includes an analysis of 
the role of private investigators in fraud detection, recovery of stolen goods, 
maintenance of public order and major investigations, such as murder inquiries, with a 
statement of the risks associated with the involvement of private investigators in each 
of these areas.   

 
17 Ev 64 [ABI] 

18 Ev 65 [ABI] 

19 Ev 70 [ICO] 

20 Q 416 [Dan Morrison] 

21 Ev w17 [Steve Bishop] 

22 Ev w22 [Ravenstone Group] 
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2 The risks of unregulated investigation 
17. While private investigation remains unregulated, there are serious risks that some 
private investigators will turn to illegal methods to achieve their ends. For example, using 
false cover stories to obtain access to confidential information—“blagging” or “pretexting” —or illegally paying public officials for access. These operators are sometimes referred to 
as “information brokers” in the industry. 

A market in information 

18. The growth in availability of information creates two new risks. First, it is increasingly 
easy to access, store and transfer large amounts of personal data. Second, ease of access 
means that almost anyone with an Internet connection can offer investigation-style 
services without any background in the industry, skills or experience. 

19. The Association of British Investigators told the story of dilettante detectives who can 
sell their services without any training. It said that instead of posting sub-contracted 
instructions to a trusted fellow member, it was now “possible to outsource work instantly 
to a worldwide network of individuals purporting to be private investigators”, who were 
“inexperienced, part-time amateurs” and not notified under the Data Protection Act.23 The 
Association argued that this had damaged the integrity, quality, financial probity and 
professionalism of the industry over the past 15–20 years.24 Witnesses from the private 
investigation industry echoed these views—G4S said that “someone can be a butcher today 
and a private investigator tomorrow without any proper checks”.25 

20. The availability of other technologies had also facilitated entry to the private 
investigation industry. Gerry Hall of IPS International Ltd told us that the cost of 
surveillance technologies had fallen over recent years, so that a sophisticated transponder, 
which could be used for bugging, could be bought on the Internet for a few pounds.26 The 
Surveillance Group expressed “grave concerns” regarding the illegal application of tracking 
and digital monitoring devices.27  

21. The Information Commissioner’s Office had received complaints about: 

a) aggressive and inappropriate surveillance techniques used by investigators working for 
insurance companies; 

b) surveillance carried out in marital contexts, e.g. one spouse using an investigator to spy 
on the other; 

c) tracking devices found on vehicles; and 

 
23 Ev 65 [ABI] 

24 Ev 65 [ABI] 

25 Ev w2 [G4S]; Ev 64 [ABI] 

26 Home Affairs Committee seminar on private investigators 

27 Ev w8 [The Surveillance Group Ltd] 
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d) private investigation companies’ failure to give individuals access to information held 
about them, a requirement of the Data Protection Act.28 

22. In this context, we heard that a thriving market in personal data had developed. There 
was convincing evidence that the “reputable face” of private investigation, presented by a 
few major companies and trade associations, hides a market that slips below the radar of 
law-enforcement. The structure of the industry in the UK is pyramidal: Dan Morrison of 
Grosvenor Law LLP told us that there were four or five large investigating firms, then half a 
dozen medium-sized enterprises, followed by “many thousands” of sole traders.29 The 
larger firms were careful to avoid taking on work that might compromise their corporate 
image, but the practice of sub-contracting was widespread. Kroll told us that its contractor 
base was continuously evolving as new contractors are added and others removed. When it 
submitted evidence, Kroll had 478 contractors on its database, including industry analysts, 
freelance journalists and business consultants, alongside academics, lawyers and licensed 
security consultants, translation agencies and expert providers such as fingerprint and 
other forensic specialists.30 

23. Mr Morrison said that subcontracting left the client “no way of controlling who is 
doing the work” and that “the feeder end of the market is populated by people who will 
basically leave no stone unturned, irrespective of the legality, probity or ethical propriety of 
what they are doing”.31 This effect was clear in the case described by Julian Pike, of Farrer & 
Co LLP, in which he advised the News of the World to carry out surveillance. The News of 
the World instructed former policeman Derek Webb to observe Charlotte Harris and Mark 
Lewis.32 

24. G4S told us that the market was sustained by demand from companies and individuals 
who request information which is not readily or legally available but for which they are 
prepared to pay large sums of money, often in cash.33 The Association of Fraud Examiners 
also emphasised that illegal activity would not take place unless there was demand for it 
and went as far as to call private investigators the “man in the middle”.34 

25. The actions of private investigator Steve Whittamore are a case in point for the risks of 
an information-rich and an information-hungry society. The Information Commission 
told us that there were seventeen thousand lines of information in the dossiers of the 
Motorman files compiled by Whittamore, including 4,000 surnames.35 These detailed a 
panoply of public employees illegally selling personal information, which had been gleaned 
from Government databases. 

 
28 Ev 69 [ICO] 

29 Q 433 [Dan Morrison] 

30 Ev 80 [Kroll] 

31 Q 433 [Dan Morrison] 

32 Q 230 and Q 247 [Charlotte Harris] 

33 Ev w2 [G4S] 

34 Ev w21 [ACFE] 

35 Q 8 [Christopher Graham] 
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26. Easy access to information poses a double risk. Personal data is easier than ever to 
access and a private profile of a person can be built from a desktop. The ease of access 
has also opened the information market to new and unscrupulous suppliers, who may 
not be registered with the Information Commissioner and are unlikely to understand 
the rules under which they ought to operate. Phone-hacking appears to be the tip of the 
iceberg of a substantial black market in personal information. This is facilitated by the 
easy availability of tracking and digital monitoring devices at very little cost. 

Involvement in the justice system 

27. The close inter-marriage between the private sector investigators and police forces is a 
boon for the sector, but a significant risk. The report by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Constabulary, Without fear or favour, described the threat of corruption of police officers 
posed by links with private investigators.36 The Serious Organised Crime Agency’s 2008 
report on private investigators found that their interaction with police officers was an 
“increasing threat to law enforcement”.37 It found that:  

Criminal private investigators [...] use corrupt employees in specialist areas such as 
law enforcement, local government, the communications industry, utility service 
providers, banking and other public and private sector areas where useful 
information is held.38 

28. When we raised this issue with the Minister, Lynne Featherstone MP, she told us that 
she had not seen the report, although the Home Secretary and Ministers were made aware 
of it in April 2012.39 It is freely available on the SOCA website. 

29. We were very surprised that the Minister responsible for regulation of the private 
security industry had not even read the report of the Serious Organised Crime Agency 
on private investigators. The Government should set out a strategy for mitigating the 
risks posed by private investigators as soon as the Minister has read and reflected on the 
report. 

30. Speechly Bircham, a firm of solicitors, told us that there was no way for a law firm to 
confirm a private investigator’s probity. This contrasted with the public disciplinary record 
maintained by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.40 

31. We were presented with evidence that links private investigators with serving police 
officers, in a case that demonstrates the close involvement of investigators with the justice 
system. GMB described evidence that “confidential information from Police files has been 
leaked to the Consulting Association [headed by a private investigator]”, including notes 
on people’s presence at demonstrations and records of contacts with the police.41 Mike 

 
36 HMIC, Without fear or favour: A review of police relationships, December 2011 

37 Q 119 [Commander Spindler] 

38 SOCA, Private Investigators: The Rogue Element of the Private Investigation Industry and Others Unlawfully Trading 
in Personal Data, January 2008 

39 Q 462 [Lynne Featherstone] 

40 Ev w28 [Speechly Bircham] 

41 Ev w25 [GMB] 
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Schwarz, partner at Bindmans LLP, described “the unregulated, unsupervised and invisible 
participation of private investigators within the heart of the criminal justice process”.42 He 
shared evidence with us that suggested that a single private investigation firm had served 
three clients involved in one case as “surrogate solicitors” and passed legally privileged 
information between the parties, including information from the defence side to the 
police.43 This was in breach of principles set out in the Solicitors Regulation Authority 
Code, such as rules on conflicts of interest, which are described as “critical public 
protection”.44 

32. Mr Schwarz also made serious allegations of police corruption. There was evidence 
which suggested that a private investigation firm had obtained confidential information 
about the police investigation.45 He submitted documents which he said implied that about 
half a dozen payments totalling about £20,000 were paid by private investigators over a 
period of eight or nine months to confidential sources, possibly serving police officers.46 
According to Mr Schwarz, two of the key officers in the case were still on duty on the same 
case and one has retired and even been employed by the same private investigation firm.47 
The firm confirmed to us in subsequent correspondence that it had engaged the officer for 
consultancy work for a total of six hours’ pay.  

33. He also suggested that the Independent Police Complaints Commission did not appear 
to be conducting an effective or speedy investigation into the allegations. It had decided 
simply to supervise the investigation of the Metropolitan Police Service’s own anti-
corruption unit, rather than take on the investigation itself.48 

34. We contacted the private investigation firm implicated [RISC Management Ltd], which 
strongly denied the suggestion that any such payments were made.49 Arrests of serving and 
former police offers were subsequently made and the matter should certainly be taken with 
the utmost seriousness. 

35. In order to garner “premium” information that commands the highest prices, we 
heard troubling allegations that private investigators maintain close links with contacts 
in public service roles, such as the police forces. These links appear to go beyond one-
off contacts and therefore to constitute an unacknowledged, but deep-rooted 
intertwining of a private and unregulated industry with our police forces. The 
Independent Police Complaints Commission should take a direct control over 
investigations in cases alleging police corruption. 

  

 
42 Ev 88 [Mike Schwarz] 

43 Q 411 [Mike Schwarz]; Q 412 [Mike Schwarz] 

44 Ev 88 [Mike Schwarz] 

45 Ev 88 [Mike Schwarz] 

46 Q 418 [Mike Schwarz] 

47 Q 433 

48 Ev 88 [Mike Schwarz] 

49 Ev 88 [Mike Schwarz]; Ev 92 [RISC Management Ltd] 
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3 The remedies 
37. Though there is no direct regulation of private investigators, there is some legislation 
which governs the acquisition, storage and use of personal information—principally the 
Data Protection Act 1998 and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000.  The 
penalties for the misuse of personal data are negligible and the there is no regime of 
regulatory guidance for the sector.  

Data offences 

38. When a private investigator conducts “covert surveillance”, such as bugging, on 
instructions from a public authority, this activity falls under the Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Act 2000. However, the Act provides no protection where the investigator’s client is 
a private individual. For these private cases, the main statutory protection comes from the 
Data Protection Act 1998. 

39. There are three Commissioners with responsibilities that have a bearing on the private 
investigation industry: the Information Commissioner, whose responsibilities focus on the 
Data Protection Act; the Interception of Communications Commissioner, whose task is to 
keep under review the issue of warrants for the interception of communications; and the 
Surveillance Commissioner, with oversight of the conduct of covert surveillance and covert 
human intelligence sources by public authorities. 

40. The division of responsibility between the Information Commissioner and the 
Interception Commissioner was not clear. The Minister, Lynne Featherstone, recognised 
that the disjunction between the different data commissioners was not ideal. She told the 
Committee  that: 

What I have always thought would be the ideal is if you had an over-arching 
commissioner, or not that you have an over-arching commissioner but you have the 
commissions co-located. I thought that might be very helpful, in terms of sharing 
and working together as the commissioner body.50 

41. Personal privacy would be better protected by closer working between the 
Information Commissioner, the Chief Surveillance Commissioner and the Interception 
of Communications Commissioner. We recommend that the Government aim, before 
the end of the next Parliament, to co-locate the three Commissioners in shared offices 
and introduce a statutory requirement for them to cooperate on cases where both the 
Data Protection Act and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act are relevant. In the 
longer term, consideration should be given to merging the three offices into a single 
Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner. 

Section 55 offences 

42. Most of the actions pursued by the Office of the Information Commissioner were in 
relation to “blagging” information in contravention of section 55 of the Data Protection 

 
50 Q 468 [Lynne Featherstone] 
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Act, which deals with the unlawful obtaining, disclosure and selling of personal data and 
the procurement of such actions. Christopher Graham, the Information Commissioner, 
told us: 

We are now in the 21st century, an information society, and keeping information secure 
is really important. All the things we want to do about open data, about data sharing, 
depend on people having confidence that the information they give to the authorities 
will stay secure [...] a range of penalties need to be available, not just a modest fine.51 

43. As the Information Commissioner emphasised, breach of section 55 of the Data 
Protection Act is an offence punishable only by a fine. In the Magistrates’ Court, the fine is 
up to £5,000, in the Crown Court, it can be an unlimited fine, but cases rarely reach the 
Crown Court. Typically, fines have been around £100 per count, taking account of the 
defendant’s means.52 The concern that these sentencing powers were not a sufficient 
deterrent was raised in 2006 in the previous Information Commissioner’s reports What 
price privacy? and What price privacy now?.53 

44. Section 77 of the Criminal Justice and Immigration Act, confers on the Secretary of 
State an Order-making  power to increase the penalty for offences under section 55 of the 
Data Protection Act. Both the Information Commissioner, Christopher Graham, and his 
predecessor, Richard Thomas, believed that this power should be invoked so that a 
stronger and more deterrent penalty could be available to the courts.54 

45. In order to provide a more effective deterrent, the Information Commissioner and 
Crown Prosecution Service could consider making greater use of powers to confiscate their 
criminal proceeds. The Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 gives prosecuting authorities the 
power to seek the recovery of any benefit the convicted defendant obtained by breaching 
the Data Protection Act, or any other statute. The Information Commissioner’s Office 
obtained confiscation orders for the first time for section 55 offences in a case before 
Warrington Crown Court in 2011. The defendants were made subject to confiscation 
orders amounting to £73,700. This stands in contrast to the cases of Steve Whittamore, 
Glen Mulcaire and Sharon and Stephen Anderson, who may have profited considerably 
from data offences, but received relatively light sentences.  

46. Confiscation orders should be sought where a person is convicted of data and 
privacy offences and has sold the information for profit. 

47. We recommend that the Home Secretary exercise her power under section 77 of the 
Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 to strengthen the penalties available for 
offences relating to the unlawful obtaining, disclosure and selling of personal data 
under section 55 of the Data Protection Act. The current fine—typically around £100—
is derisory. It is simply not an effective deterrent. 

 
51 Q 29 

52 Ev 69 [ICO]; Q 21 [Christopher Graham], 9th Report - Referral fees and the theft of personal data: evidence from the 
Information Commissioner, HC 1473, Published 27 October 2011  

53 Information Commissioner’s Office, What price privacy?, HC 1056, 10 May 2006, Information Commissioner’s Office, 
What price privacy now?, HC 36, 13 December 2006 

54 Q 6 [Christopher Graham] 
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Policing 

48. Commander Peter Spindler, Metropolitan Police Service Director of Professional 
Standards, told us that most forces had introduced “declarable associations policies”, which 
required all employees who had connections into certain industries to declare them to help 
forces to improve risk-management.55 He said that the Metropolitan Police also 
maintained a register of business interests, governed by the Police Regulations 2003. This 
listed 14 categories of incompatible interests, including working as a private investigator.56 
However, across the country this was dealt with dealt with on a case-by-case basis, and it 
would be up to the individual Chief Constables to decide whether or not to authorise an 
officer to work as a private investigator.57 Nor was there any requirement for police officers 
to record their contact with private investigators.58 

49. In response to our follow-up inquiries with Commander Spindler, we received a recall 
of historic cases known to the Directorate of Professional Standards Intelligence Bureau, 
including Operation Barbatus, Operation Two Bridges and Operation Abelard. In 
Operation Barbatus, for example, two former Metropolitan Police constables who had 
established a private investigations company, three other ex-police officers, two of whom 
were working as private investigators and one further man also employed as a private 
investigator were convicted.59 Our evidence from Mr Schwarz suggested that this problem 
had not been rooted out. 

50. The Metropolitan Police’s system of safeguards for reducing the risks of serving 
police officers being corrupted by conflicting interests—including declarable 
associations policies, a register of business interests and a list of incompatible 
interests—should be standardised across the country. However, these checks alone 
might not be enough to solve the problem. The Government must act to sever the links 
between private investigators and the police forces. We recommend that there should 
be a cooling off period of a minimum of a year between retirement from the police 
force and working in private investigation. Any contact between police officers and 
private investigators should be formally recorded by both parties, across all police 
forces. 

51. If proper safeguards were put in place, some of our witnesses believed that private 
investigators could be granted increased access in certain circumstances. Steve Bishop 
proposed to give investigators limited access to certain police records through “a Central 
SPOC”, which could improve their contribution and alleviate the need for investigators to 
obtain the basic details unlawfully.60 

52. The Institute of Professional Investigators told us that the self-regulation exercised by 
the Association of British Investigators had been recognised by the Drivers and Vehicle 

 
55 Q 110 [Commander Spindler] 

56 Q 110 [Commander Spindler] 

57 Q 122 [Commander Spindler] 

58 Q 129 [Commander Spindler] 

59 Ev 82 

60 Ev w17 [Steve Bishop] 
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Licensing Agency (DVLA) with accreditation for access to the on-line vehicle-keeper 
database in certain circumstances.61 The Institute told us that investigators would like 
access to some public body databases such as the Land Registry and the DVLA database 
without the obstacles currently placed in their way. It suggested that licensing could be a 
first step in earning the professional respect that would one day make that access justifiable, 
as it was in other countries.62 

53. The Information Commissioner’s Office recognised that, given the nature of the work 
they engaged in, even legitimate investigators may find it difficult to comply with the law. 
The Office was bound to apply the law as it stands and could create exemptions in the Data 
Protection Act, even if their absence may cause legal uncertainty for private investigators, 
who were acting responsibly and carrying out otherwise legitimate investigations.63 

Regulation 

54. The most straightforward option for bringing structure and safeguards to the private 
investigation industry may be to introduce regulation to the sector. As the World 
Association of Private Investigators pointed out, at present there was nothing in law to 
distinguish companies that pursue legitimate business activities from corrupt operatives, 
but a licence could give a client confidence that they were hiring a legitimate investigator. 64 
There was almost unanimous agreement among our witnesses that the sector would be 
improved by regulation.65 

55. Schedule 2 to the Private Security Industry Act 2001 contains provisions for licensing of 
private investigation by the Security Industry Authority through an order made by the 
Home Secretary. Consultation on a licensing regime commenced in August 2007 and an 
impact assessment was published in September 2008, which recommended that regulation 
should take the form of compulsory licensing of private investigation activity based on a 
“fit and proper” test and including competency criteria. 

56. The Security Industry Authority already has an established model for licensing. It is an 
independent statutory body reporting to the Home Secretary, established by the Private 
Security Industry Act and responsible for regulating the private security industry. From 
January 2012 the cost of an Authority licence (which lasts for three years) is £220 (it was 
previously £245).66 The Authority told us that there were two main elements to its licensing 
regime: first, whether an applicant had any background or criminal history that implied a 
risk for operating in the sector; and second, whether an applicant had the skills and 
competencies necessary for the role. 67 

 
61 Ev 66 [ABI] 

62 Ev w11 [IPI] 

63 Ev 70 [ICO] 

64 Ev 72 [WAPI]; Ev w16 [Cerberus Investigations Ltd] 

65 For example, Ev 61 [Home Office]; Ev w1 [G4S]; Ev 64 [ABI]; Ev w4 [Threshold Security]; Ev w6 [Surveillance Group 
Ltd]; Ev w9 [Institute of Professional Investigators] 

66 Ev 61 [HO & SIA] 

67 Q 448 [Bill Butler] 
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Licensing a diverse industry 

57. Bishop International was concerned that regulation should take into account the range 
of constituents in the industry and its variety of clients, services, levels of organisation and 
backgrounds; a one-size-fits-all approach may not be suitable for such a diverse sector.68 
Threshold Security was in favour of licensing in sub-categories, such as surveillance; 
desktop enquiries and data research; and physical investigation and interviewing.69 In 
order to overcome this obstacle, the Surveillance Group suggested that any future 
consultation group needed to have a membership drawn from a diverse range of specialist 
areas. 70 

58. We heard a range of opinions for the level of detail that should be included in 
regulations. For example, G4S believed that regulation needed to cover: 

a) standards of behaviour for companies and individuals operating in the industry; 

b) screening and vetting of personnel and sub-contractors to ensure disreputable 
individuals were deterred from joining the industry; 

c) training and accreditation of personnel, which would need to be sufficient to ensure 
standards of behaviour and performance were reasonable and easily assessable; 

d) incident reporting and management were sufficient to allow investigation by 
independent organisations, whether Government or industry appointed; 

e) grievance procedures, to ensure those who have issues with individuals or providers 
had the ability to pursue reasonable grievances; 

f) compliance and enforcement mechanisms to ensure the areas above were followed by 
those operating within the industry.71 

59. The Surveillance Group found it “ridiculous” that private investigators could utilise 
tracking and digital monitoring devices without having to make an application for 
permission under the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act and requested that any use of 
these devices by private individuals or private organisations should be prohibited under the 
licensing criteria. 72 It suggested that it would be necessary to licence the use of electronic 
tracking devices for intrusive surveillance applications and that sentencing needed to be 
introduced to police the illegal accessing of data from digital devices. 73  

60. G4S believed that a regulatory framework needed to be focused on the individual, 
rather than companies, in order to ensure that unethical or incompetent individuals could 
not operate in the market while ensuring ease of movement between companies for 

 
68 Ev w18 [Bishop International]; Ev 80 [Kroll] 
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72 Ev w8 [The Surveillance Group Ltd] 
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others.74 Bisio Training agreed that without the sanction of removing an individual licence 
there would be no effective deterrent or remedy to those affected by wrongdoing.75 

61. Several witnesses emphasised that regulations should not be too burdensome for small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) or individuals, but should be robust enough to deter 
unethical behaviour.76 

62. Speechly Bircham suggested that the critical component of regulation would be a Code 
of Conduct, resembling the Code of Conduct for Solicitors. It said that there was no 
guidance on private investigators in the solicitors’ Code, but believed that the two codes 
could be “easily integrated”. Richard Thomas suggested that a fundamental aspect of 
regulation should be that for private investigators, a breach of section 55 of the Data 
Protection Act must entail disqualification from operating in the business.77 

Competency criteria 

63. Five competency requirements were set out in the paper Private Investigation and 
Precognition Agents Draft Core Competency Specification in July 2007. These were: conduct 
investigations; conduct (formal) interviews; search for information and preservation of 
evidence; conduct surveillance; and understand and work to the relevant laws and 
standards.78 However, Bishop International believed that the range of activities is so wide as 
to make any single competency course impossible as well as unnecessary.79 Instead, it 
proposed that there should be a simple test of understanding of the law as it applies to 
investigations. The Highway Code was proposed a good example of how to educate people 
in order to test their knowledge of relevant law.80 Bishop International also put forward 
that new who did not come from a relevant background should be required to find an 
apprenticeship with an investigation company. Their first year of employment could 
require a provisional license and, with the endorsement of their employer, could be 
followed by a full license one year from the start of an apprenticeship.81 

64. However, Bishop International believed that the competency requirement was “absurd” 
because of the range of skills necessary. It pointed out that, according to the Home Office, 
if an investigator from another EU country were to come to the UK to carry out an 
investigation he or she could legally do so “without being subject to any prior check”: 82  

In other words, a resident of another EU country could arrive in the UK to carry out 
an investigation without any criminal record check and with no consideration given 
to the “harm” that person might cause, while people who have established track 
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records in the UK would be required to meet so-called competency requirements at 
considerable cost.83 

65. This may also be a problem in the case of professions which carry out some of the same 
activities as private investigators and compete against them, but are exempted from 
regulation under the Private Security Industry Act, such as journalists, lawyers and 
accountants.84  

66. The Risk Advisory Group believed that in-house investigators posed the same risks as 
private investigators.85 Stringent conditions in the UK could drive away the international 
corporate investigations sector abroad with £100m of business.86 The Risk Advisory Group 
believed that tasks such as corporate due diligence, merger and acquisition work, private 
equity funding and corporate finance support were sufficiently guarded by the Data 
Protection Act.87 The case of Howard Hill, a corporate investigative partner who was not an 
accountant at the accountancy firm PKF, demonstrated that an “umbrella” professional 
licence could not necessarily provide sufficient regulatory protection.88 The Ravenstone 
Group suggested that licensing, regulatory controls, monitoring and auditing should apply 
to investigation firms that provide any part of their services that are not covered by 
documented procedures audited by their clients. It suggested that operations whose clients 
are registered businesses and those clients regulate, monitor and audit the investigation 
activities to documented procedures be required to register this status.  All investigation 
services could therefore be either licensed investigators or registered investigators.89 

67. The Association of Fraud Investigators suggested that “Private Investigator” become a 
protected title, as in the case of “social worker”, so that nobody could use the term to 
describe themselves without being subject to regulation.90 

The timetable for action 

68. Security International pointed out that there had been attempts to regulate the industry 
since the 1960s.91 The Government suggested that any action should wait for the 
conclusions of Lord Justice Leveson’s inquiry.92 However, the current definition of private 
investigations in the PSIA excluded activities for the purpose of obtaining information 
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exclusively for journalistic purposes and the Information Commissioner believed that there 
was “precious little evidence that this has much to do with the press these days”.93 

69. The Government insisted that it would move forward with regulation quickly and that 
the delay of a decade was down to the previous Government. However, the Association of 
British Investigators highlighted the “off/on abolition of the proposed regulatory 
authority”, the Security Industry Authority, in the Government’s cull of quangos.94 

According to the published minutes of a meeting of the Authority: 

The Chief Executive explained that The SIA would have liked to address the 
regulation of PIs earlier. The planned roll out for licensing Private Investigators 
would have meant an offence date of 1 October 2011. However, the Home Office had 
halted work and funding on this project in 2010 due to uncertainty as to the future of 
the SIA.95 

70. The Government has accepted a framework for a new regulatory regime proposed by 
the Authority and announced that new legislation will be introduced at the earliest 
opportunity to abolish the Authority in its current form and introduce a new regulatory 
regime for the private security industry.96 This will inevitably delay the introduction of 
regulation of private investigators. 

71. The Minister told us that the process of regulation would be swift, once a decision had 
been made, but that “the lengthy bit will be moving forward from when the legislation is 
passed”.97 The next stage in the process would be training, capacity-building in the industry 
and the licensing application process. The Minister believed “that second part could be up 
to two years” and that the system should be in place before 2015.98 

72. “Private Investigator” should be a protected title—as in the case of “social 
worker”—so that nobody could use the term to describe themselves without being 
subject to regulation. 

73. We recommend the introduction of a two-tier system of licensing of private 
investigators and private investigation companies and registration of others 
undertaking investigative work. Full licensing should apply to individuals operating or 
employed as full-time investigators and to private investigation companies. 
Registration should apply to in-house investigation work carried out by employees of 
companies which are already subject to regulation, such as solicitors and insurance 
companies. Both should be governed by a new Code of Conduct for Private 
Investigators, which would also apply to sub-contracted and part-time investigators. A 
criminal record for breach of section 55 should disqualify individuals from operating as 
private investigators. 
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74. Whereas licensing will impose an additional regulatory burden on the industry, it 
could also provide the new safeguards necessary to provide some potential benefits. We 
recommend that the Government analyse the risks and benefits of granting increased 
access to certain prescribed databases for licensed investigators, in order to facilitate 
the legitimate pursuit of investigation activities. For example, a licence may confer the 
right to access the on-line vehicle-keeper database in certain circumstances. It should 
consider how this would interact with the changes proposed to data protection laws by 
the European Commission. The United Kingdom has rightly moved to a situation of 
information management rather than merely looking at data protection. We also 
recognise that appropriate sharing of data can prevent crime and contribute 
significantly to other outcomes that are in the public interest. However, any new access 
should be carefully monitored. 

75. In terms of skills, we are convinced that competency does not ensure conscience. 
The core of any training regime for investigators ought to be knowledge of the Code of 
Conduct and the legal constraints that govern the industry. With this in mind, any 
contravention of data laws should result in the suspension of a licence and prohibition 
from engaging in investigation activity, linked to meaningful penalties for the worst 
offences.  

76. It should be possible to implement such a regime quickly after the creation of the 
new Security Industry Authority, by the end of 2013 at the latest. The Government 
should include a timetable for implementation in its response to this Report. In view of 
the repeated delays, on-going abuses and the risks we have identified, the Government 
should take action quickly. There is no need to wait for the Leveson Inquiry to report 
before work to set out the principles of regulation and registration begins. Early 
publication of a draft bill could allow for public and Parliamentary consideration of 
potential legislation alongside the Leveson report. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

Bolstering law enforcement 

1. The business of private investigators is essentially the  gathering and reporting of 
information, with a premium paid for information that is more difficult to obtain, 
confidential or important to the buyer. They undertake tasks that are important to an 
individual and to a business and often fulfil and important social role. In future, it is 
possible that increasing numbers of investigations that are now undertaken by police 
will fall to private investigators, though whether this is desirable is a matter for 
further debate. (Paragraph 15) 

2. In its response to this Report, we recommend the Government sets out its 
assessment of which policing roles could appropriately be undertaken by private 
investigators and which should not; how it believes cuts to police funding will affect 
the involvement of private investigators in law-enforcement; and what part private 
investigators will have in the new landscape of policing. In particular, given the 
evidence we received, it will be important that this assessment includes an analysis of 
the role of private investigators in fraud detection, recovery of stolen goods, 
maintenance of public order and major investigations, such as murder inquiries, 
with a statement of the risks associated with the involvement of private investigators 
in each of these areas. (Paragraph 16) 

A market in information 

3. Easy access to information poses a double risk. Personal data is easier than ever to 
access and a private profile of a person can be built from a desktop. The ease of 
access has also opened the information market to new and unscrupulous suppliers, 
who may not be registered with the Information Commissioner and are unlikely to 
understand the rules under which they ought to operate. Phone-hacking appears to 
be the tip of the iceberg of a substantial black market in personal information. This is 
facilitated by the easy availability of tracking and digital monitoring devices at very 
little cost. (Paragraph 26) 

Involvement in the justice system 

4. We were very surprised that the Minister responsible for regulation of the private 
security industry had not even read the report of the Serious Organised Crime 
Agency on private investigators. The Government should set out a strategy for 
mitigating the risks posed by private investigators as soon as the Minister has read 
and reflected on the report. (Paragraph 29) 

5. In order to garner “premium” information that commands the highest prices, we 
heard troubling allegations that private investigators maintain close links with 
contacts in public service roles, such as the police forces. These links appear to go 
beyond one-off contacts and therefore to constitute an unacknowledged, but deep-
rooted intertwining of a private and unregulated industry with our police forces. The 
Independent Police Complaints Commission should take a direct control over 
investigations in cases alleging police corruption. (Paragraph 35) 
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Data offences 

6. Personal privacy would be better protected by closer working between the 
Information Commissioner, the Chief Surveillance Commissioner and the 
Interception of Communications Commissioner. We recommend that the 
Government aim, before the end of the next Parliament, to co-locate the three 
Commissioners in shared offices and introduce a statutory requirement for them to 
cooperate on cases where both the Data Protection Act and the Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act are relevant. In the longer term, consideration should be 
given to merging the three offices into a single Office of the Information and Privacy 
Commissioner. (Paragraph 41) 

7. Confiscation orders should be sought where a person is convicted of data and 
privacy offences and has sold the information for profit. (Paragraph 46) 

8. We recommend that the Home Secretary exercise her power under section 77 of the 
Criminal Justice and Immigration Act 2008 to strengthen the penalties available for 
offences relating to the unlawful obtaining, disclosure and selling of personal data 
under section 55 of the Data Protection Act. The current fine—typically around 
£100—is derisory. It is simply not an effective deterrent. (Paragraph 47) 

Policing 

9. The Metropolitan Police’s system of safeguards for reducing the risks of serving 
police officers being corrupted by conflicting interests—including declarable 
associations policies, a register of business interests and a list of incompatible 
interests—should be standardised across the country. However, these checks alone 
might not be enough to solve the problem. The Government must act to sever the 
links between private investigators and the police forces. We recommend that there 
should be a cooling off period of a minimum of a year between retirement from the 
police force and working in private investigation. Any contact between police officers 
and private investigators should be formally recorded by both parties, across all 
police forces. (Paragraph 50) 

Timetable for action 

10. “Private Investigator” should be a protected title—as in the case of “social worker”—
so that nobody could use the term to describe themselves without being subject to 
regulation. (Paragraph 72) 

11. We recommend the introduction of a two-tier system of licensing of private 
investigators and private investigation companies and registration of others 
undertaking investigative work. Full licensing should apply to individuals operating 
or employed as full-time investigators and to private investigation companies. 
Registration should apply to in-house investigation work carried out by employees of 
companies which are already subject to regulation, such as solicitors and insurance 
companies. Both should be governed by a new Code of Conduct for Private 
Investigators, which would also apply to sub-contracted and part-time investigators. 
A criminal record for breach of section 55 should disqualify individuals from 
operating as private investigators. (Paragraph 73) 
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12. Whereas licensing will impose an additional regulatory burden on the industry, it 
could also provide the new safeguards necessary to provide some potential benefits. 
We recommend that the Government analyse the risks and benefits of granting 
increased access to certain prescribed databases for licensed investigators, in order to 
facilitate the legitimate pursuit of investigation activities. For example, a licence may 
confer the right to access the on-line vehicle-keeper database in certain 
circumstances. It should consider how this would interact with the changes proposed 
to data protection laws by the European Commission. The United Kingdom has 
rightly moved to a situation of information management rather than merely looking 
at data protection. We also recognise that appropriate sharing of data can prevent 
crime and contribute significantly to other outcomes that are in the public interest. 
However, any new access should be carefully monitored. (Paragraph 74) 

13. In terms of skills, we are convinced that competency does not ensure conscience. The 
core of any training regime for investigators ought to be knowledge of the Code of 
Conduct and the legal constraints that govern the industry. With this in mind, any 
contravention of data laws should result in the suspension of a licence and 
prohibition from engaging in investigation activity, linked to meaningful penalties 
for the worst offences.  (Paragraph 75) 

14. It should be possible to implement such a regime quickly after the creation of the 
new Security Industry Authority, by the end of 2013 at the latest. The Government 
should include a timetable for implementation in its response to this Report. In view 
of the repeated delays, on-going abuses and the risks we have identified, the 
Government should take action quickly. There is no need to wait for the Leveson 
Inquiry to report before work to set out the principles of regulation and registration 
begins. Early publication of a draft bill could allow for public and Parliamentary 
consideration of potential legislation alongside the Leveson report. (Paragraph 76) 
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